Note: Long range and accurate measurement of deep trench microstructures by a specialized scanning tunneling microscope Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 056106 (2012) Multiplex and simultaneous measurement of displacement and temperature using tapered fiber and fiber Bragg grating Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 053109 (2012) A thermal porosimetry method to estimate pore size distribution in highly porous insulating materials Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 054903 (2012) Influence of the number of detectors by laser scattering method for estimation of particle size Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 055103 (2012) We performed simultaneous measurements of all the layer thicknesses in six layer silicon on oxide film structures. Visible-near-infrared spectrophotometry was combined with beam profile reflectometry to produce enough information to discriminate between potential solutions; the spectrometer or beam profile reflectometer alone is insufficient to solve such a complicated film stack. Development of a robust measurement recipe required a new global optimization method working in parameter spaces of up to 12 parameters. The recipe obtained was applied to a 50 site mapping of the wafer. We found excellent agreement between our optical measurement results and scanning electron micrograph data for all thicknesses.
I. INTRODUCTION
Silicon on oxide ͑SOI͒ has been of interest since the 1980s as a way to increase device density on semiconductor wafers. Currently, SOI attracts a lot of attention due to its potential in making gigabyte dynamic random access memory ͑DRAM͒ devices that can utilize both sides of the SOI layer to maximize the packing density.
1,2 However, multilayer SOI devices pose a significant challenge for the metrology tools monitoring the production process. In the literature, [3] [4] [5] spectroscopic ellipsometers have been used to characterize SOI films, particularly for films prepared by the separation by implanted oxygen ͑SIMOX͒ technique. 3, 4 However, the most difficult film stacks that the spectroscopic ellipsometers have been able to solve are five layer SOI stacks where all the other layers are dielectrics. 5 In this article, we report, to the best of our knowledge, the first successful measurement of a six layer SOI structure in which half of the stack layers are absorbing. To perform this measurement we used a combination of a visible-near-infrared ͑IR͒ spectrometer with a beam profile reflectometer. With this technology, we investigated six layer SOI structures ͑top Si/pad oxide/storage poly/thin nitride/plate poly/oxide/Si͒. The thickness measurements are in excellent agreement with scanning electron micrograph ͑SEM͒ data.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
For multilayer films on a substrate, the reflectivity from layer n can be expressed as R n P,S ϭ ͩ r n P,S ϩR nϩ1 P,S 1ϩr n P,S R nϩ1
where d n is the thickness of the nth layer, R n P,S is the P or S polarized light reflected from layer n, r n P is the reflectivity of P polarized light from the interface between layers n and nϩ1: r n P ϭ ⑀ nϩ1 k n,z Ϫ⑀ n k nϩ1,z ⑀ nϩ1 k n,z ϩ⑀ n k nϩ1,z , ͑2͒
and r n S is the reflectivity of S polarized light from the interface between layers n and nϩ1 : r n S ϭ n k nϩ1,z Ϫ nϩ1 k n,z n k nϩ1,z ϩ nϩ1 k n,z . ͑3͒
⑀ n and n are the dielectric constant and permeability of the material in layer n, respectively, and
n is the angle of propagation in the nth layer. For multistratified films, each layer's reflectivity can be calculated from the layer below. Using these regression formulas one can, in principle, determine the total reflectivity from a multilayer film stack such as the six layer SOI.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Equation ͑4͒
indicates that there are two parameters one can vary for probing the sample, namely, the wavelength, , and the angle of incidence, 0 . Previously we have reported beam profile reflectometer ͑BPR͒ technology. 6, 7 In BPR technology the probing wavelength is fixed as the diode laser wavelength. The polarized laser beam is focused with a high numerical aperture objective lens to a spot size approaching the diffraction limit ͑Ϸ0.9 m͒. In addition to providing a very small spot size, the objective lens produces a bundle of light with a light cone of 64°, thereby simultaneously probing the sample at all angles between 0°and 64°. In this article, we extended our work to combine the spectrometer with the BPR. In this new instrumentation, the angular information obtained by the BPR technology is supplemented by a spectrometer that measures the reflectivity at normal incidence as a function of wavelength. Figure 1 is a diagram of the hardware setup. Two different components of the appa-ratus are shown in this diagram. The first arm is the BPR: a polarized diode laser is focused onto the sample through an 80ϫ objective lens to a spot size of 0.9 m. The reflected light of S and P polarization is recorded by two linear diode array detectors. The spectrometer arm consists of a diffraction grating and a linear diode array. The light source for the spectrometer is a tungsten lamp. A spectrum of 470-870 nm is obtained with this apparatus to measure the visible-near-IR reflectivity. The same white light is also used to illuminate the field of view on the sample. An autofocus system using the knife edge effect is incorporated for focusing the objective lens onto the sample when nonuniform films are encountered. Figure 2 illustrates the six layer SOI structure. An oxide stopper pattern was formed on a 6 in. wafer using the local oxidation of silicon ͑LOCOS͒ process. Then a pad oxide ͑240 Å͒ layer was grown, followed by high temperature oxide ͑HTO͒ deposition as a diffusion barrier layer. Storage polysilicon ͑5000 Å͒ was deposited and plasma etched to form the storage node. Then a nitride layer ͑40 Å͒ was deposited and oxidized to form an oxide-nitride-oxide ͑ONO͒ layer. In the measurements the ONO layer is approximated as a single nitride layer. A plate polysilicon layer ͑1500 Å͒ was deposited, followed by chemical vapor deposition ͑CVD͒ of an oxide layer. The oxide layer was chemical mechanically polished to plane the patterned wafer. This wafer was bonded to a handle wafer and then the backside of the initial wafer was thinned using grinding and selective chemical mechanical polishing ͑CMP͒ processes. 8 Thickness variations of the SOI layer are inherent characteristics of the backside reference grinding of the initial patterned wafer.
IV. SAMPLE PREPARATION
V. MODELING
We modeled the film stack as a six layer SOI: top silicon/pad oxide/storage polysilicon/thin nitride/plate polysilicon/oxide/silicon.
The BPR data have two components: the S and P components that vary with the angle of incidence ͓the wavelength is fixed by 0 is varied, Eq. ͑4͔͒. The spectrometer, on the other hand, uses a focused white light source at near normal incidence ͑the angle of incidence is fixed but the wavelength is varied͒. In order to interpret without bias the measurement data, weighted residuals of each instrument are used to form the combined residual as a figure of merit. We define the total residual, ͑R͒, as
with R representing the reflectivities measured by the beam profile reflectometer and spectrophotometer and R representing the model reflectivities calculated using Eqs. ͑1͒-͑4͒. All the reflectivity data of a given sample are normalized to the reflectivity of an internally mounted reference wafer of Si with a native oxide of ϳ25 Å. The summation of subscript M covers three array detectors A, B, and C. A and B represent the S and P polarized reflectivities, respectively, in the beam profile reflectometry and C represents the spectrophotometry in the spectral range of 470-870 nm. The summation of index I represents the data points in the fitting algorithm for each pixel of the array detectors. The source of the experimental data noise comes from ͑a͒ light source shot noise and detector noise and ͑b͒ sample scattering and focused beam spherical aberration at the stratified films. Each of the weights W A 2 , W B 2 , and W C 2 is chosen such that it is inversely proportional to the experimentally determined noise level M 2 of each detector. Since the noise introduced by the detector and the light source is estimated as the same for all three instruments, equal weights on A, B, and C arrays are used in evaluating the total residual R in Eq. ͑5͒ which is minimized using a Levenberg-Marquardt minimization algorithm. 9 The variance-covariance matrices are calculated to estimate the uncertainties of each fitting parameter. Our spectroscopic data are useful for the following reasons. For the top silicon, the critical points ͑or fundamental transitions͒ occur in the ultraviolet ͑UV͒ region near 400 nm. The penetration depth in the UV region decreases rapidly to less than a few hundred angstroms. Data in this spectrum certainly would not help in measuring the polysilicon that has a total thickness of 5000 Å underneath the top silicon of 2000 Å. However, the visible and near-IR light can see through the silicon and polysilicon, and the resulting interference pattern gives information on the structures of the six layer film stacks.
Prior to measuring the six layer SOI film stack, we studied a simpler form of SOI structure, i.e., 2 m silicon on 1 m of oxide on substrate Si. Figure 3 shows the S and P polarization profiles from the BPR measurement as well as the spectrophotometer data. With equal weights on the BPR and spectrophotometer and fitting on two parameters, the top silicon thickness was found to be 23 848 Å with an uncertainty of 1.2 Å and the oxide thickness was found to be 10 249 Å with an uncertainty of 6 Å. The oxide film index and the silicon film index and extinction coefficient were evaluated one by one together with the two thicknesses ͑three parameters͒. The oxide index was found to be 1.458 with an uncertainty of 0.006. The silicon index and extinction coefficient were found to be 3.827 and 0.014 with uncertainties of 0.008 and 0.0002, respectively, at the laser wavelength. If we use the BPR alone, i.e., the weight on the spectrometer is set to zero and fitting on two parameters, the thicknesses of the silicon and oxide were found to be 23 849 and 10 268 Å with uncertainties of 0.3 and 1.4 Å, respectively. The oxide index was evaluated by the three parameter fit and was found at 1.456 with uncertainty of 0.0015. The silicon index and extinction coefficient were each evaluated one at a time together with the two thicknesses. It was found that the silicon index and extinction were 3.828 and 0.0138 with uncertainty of 0.0015 and 0.000 04, respectively. However, if we used the spectrometer alone to do the measurement, i.e., by setting the weights on BPR to zero, we found that the index of the oxide went up to 1.63 with an uncertainty of 0.09. The silicon index and extinction coefficient were measured at 3.878 and 0.015, with uncertainties of 0.055 and 0.0013, respectively. It is readily observed that the spectrometer has poor resolution on the indices of oxide and silicon. A high accuracy of indice and thickness measurements was achieved when the BPR was used. It is obvious that in the simpler SOI structure use of the BPR alone is the best choice to simultaneously measure thicknesses of silicon and oxide. The same conclusion holds true for a variety of SOI film stacks with different thicknesses of silicon and oxide. For example, the BPR gives the best uncertainties for 1650 Å of Si on 3677 Å of oxide with uncertainties of 0.23 and 1.72 Å for silicon and oxide, respectively. With the inclusion of the spectrometer, the uncertainties increased slightly to 0.3 and 2.2 Å. Now we turn to the more complicated six layer SOI structure. For the oxide layers in the six layer film stack, we used an index of 1.458 at a laser wavelength of 675 nm as the starting value. This index was obtained by measuring a separate single layer oxide wedge on Si 150-20 000 Å thick. The uncertainty of the index was determined to be 0.003 by BPR measurement. For the top silicon film, we used the index and extinction coefficient obtained in the last example of the simple SOI structure as initial values. These indices will be evaluated later in the text by using the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm in addition to the six thicknesses of interest.
As for the polysilicon films, individual layers of plate polysilicon and storage polysilicon on oxide were studied by combining BPR and spectrophotometry.
11 Cauchy expressions were used to describe the dispersion characteristics of polysilicon. In other words, the index and extinction were specified as For the storage polysilicon we used a standard dispersion curve from our film library. We developed a new set of Cauchy parameters for the plate polysilicon, because it was doped. Both sets of Cauchy parameters are listed in Tables I  and II . The unit for is Å and the units for Cauchy parameters are to the power of Å n where n can be 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, so that each term in Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ has no unit. The dispersion curves for the storage polysilicon are plotted in Fig. 4 , and Fig. 5 shows the plate polysilicon dispersion. We scale the dispersion of polysilicon multiplicatively to the index and extinction coefficient of polysilicon at a laser wavelength of 675 nm.
For the thin nitride layer, we fixed the index at 2.0 from our study of the CVD silicon nitride layer on the Si substrate with various thicknesses. The BPR can measure the nitride index with an uncertainty of 0.003 for film thickness greater than 150 Å. However, for films as thin as 80 Å, the index cannot be determined accurately. Therefore the index of nitride was fixed at 2.0 in the six layer film stack.
Returning to the problem of a six layer film stack. Fitting the BPR and spectrometer data with the six layer film stack is not a trivial task. The parameters of interest are the thicknesses of each of the six layers. In addition, the refractive indices and extinction coefficients of the polysilicon in layers 3 and 5 are also unknown and need to be determined from the measurement. The oxide indices in layers 2 and 6 also need be evaluated to see any changes in the six layer film stack compared with the single layer oxide on the Si substrate. Such a parameter space ͑up to 12 parameters for the six layer film stacks͒ is too large for our conventional nonlinear least squares recursion method. Therefore we implemented a global optimization method to aid in the development of measurement recipes that restrict the volume of search space for the conventional fitting algorithms that run on the instrument. The offline search in the parameter space is accomplished using up to 10 random seed values for each of the six thicknesses and indices of the polysilicons and oxides in the stack and applying the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as described above. On average the number of random seed values is two to three for each parameter when the full 12 parameter space is being searched, and a higher number of 8 to 10 random seed values is used for each parameter when the six thickness parameter space is being searched. The calculation time of each seed value is ϳ1 s. The residuals are then compared in the entire parameter space to avoid falling into local minima. The parameters that produce the minimum residual are considered the best solutions.
VI. RESULTS
We logged raw data from five points on a patterned wafer. These data were thoroughly studied offline to optimize the measurement recipe. Figure 6 displays the fits found with the global optimization routines for the BPR and spectrometer data. The thicknesses are listed in Fig. 6 along with BPR and spectrometer data.
The pad oxide and the bottom oxide indices were determined to be 1.456Ϯ0.006 and 1.458Ϯ0.003, respectively.
The index and extinction of storage polysilicon were determined to be 3.89Ϯ0.05 and 0.023Ϯ0.002, respectively. The index and extinction coefficient of plate polysilicon were determined to be 3.90Ϯ0.06 and 0.022Ϯ0.003, respectively. The top silicon index and extinction coefficient were found to be 3.83Ϯ0.04 and 0.01Ϯ0.003, respectively. Those indices and extinction coefficients were fixed in the final six thickness parameter fitting, which was used in the real time measurement of six thicknesses.
We demonstrate that both the BPR and spectrometer data are indeed needed to solve these six layer SOI film stacks. First, the BPR is more sensitive than the spectrometer for dielectric films. In the fourth layer, a thin layer of nitride, 92 Å ͑see Fig. 7͒ is present. The first question is whether we can ignore such a film and simplify the model as a five layer stack. The answer is no! When the model's nitride film thickness is reduced or increased by 10 Å, the BPR experiences significant shifts in the A and B profiles, whereas the spectrometer does not. Analyzing the residual of the BPR and spectrometer suggests that both the BPR and spectrometer residuals are quadratic near the best solution. However, the residual for the BPR increased by a factor of 2 versus only 20% for the spectrometer when a 10 Å shift of the nitride thickness was imposed on our model solution.
For the thicker oxides, again the BPR is more sensitive than the spectrometer. This thick oxide layer at the bottom of our stack was measured as 14114 Å. We notice that the sensitivity of this measurement is dominated by the BPR; the BPR residual quadratically increases near the best solution whereas the spectrometer has no local minimum. A shift of only 20 Å doubles the BPR residual. Another question is whether the bottom oxide can be one ''cycle'' off. We tried setting the bottom oxide at 12 000 Å but the models clearly show that the ''cycles'' or interference patterns in the BPR do not match the data.
Similarly we found that, for the pad oxide, the BPR data dominately controls the solution at the local minima. A 15 Å of deviation in pad oxide would double the residual in the BPR, but the spectrometer has a slower response with an increase in residual of 10%.
We can conclude that, for the three dielectric films, the BPR is the controlling factor in finding the best solutions. The spectrometer contributes little in finding the thick bottom oxide and the pad oxide.
The most interesting part of the measurement is the top silicon and the two different polysilicon layers. We notice that the BPR is less sensitive to ''cycle matching'' of the polysilicon layers, but the spectrometer seems to provide complementary information for this problem. We found that both the top silicon and polysilicon thicknesses can be one cycle off while the BPR residuals remain almost the same. However, the phases in the spectrometer are off by exactly 2. Once the spectrometer has the right number of cycles, the BPR becomes the dominant tool in determining the top silicon and polysilicon thicknesses. We found that any small deviation in the polysilicon or top silicon thickness from the best solution can cause a significant increase in the BPR residual, thereby limiting the uncertainties for polysilicon and top silicon to less than 15 Å. Quantitatively, we compared the uncertainties of each layer thickness with BPR only, with spectrometer only, and with both the BPR and the spectrometer. The uncertainties are listed in Table III . The uncertainties obtained from the combined technology of the BPR and the spectrometer are the smallest of the three different settings. We conclude that a combination of the BPR and the spectrometer is the best recipe for the six layer SOI film stack. The recipe developed above was applied to measure all 50 die sites on the wafer. The range of thickness searched in the real time measurement can be adjusted according to the process target. For example, the search range of the top silicon was limited to 800-3000 Å, the pad oxide thickness was limited to 2200-2800 Å, the storage polysilicon thickness was limited to 4000-4800 Å, the nitride thickness was limited to 0-200 Å, the plate polysilicon thickness was limited to 800-1600, and the bottom oxide thickness was limited to 12 000-15 000 Å. Three evenly spaced trial values were used in both the storage polysilicon and bottom oxide thickness as the starting values, while other layers used only one trial value obtained from the global optimization described earlier. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was then applied to each of the starting points to find the local minima. The best solution corresponds to the smallest residual among the nine local minima. The measurement time for each site is on the order of 30 s. The results of the mapping of each layer thickness are displayed on Fig. 8 .
A direct comparison of the thickness measurement between the optical and the SEM results was done. On a specific die site, thickness readings from the optical measurement and from SEM were collected and they are compared in Table IV . Figure 9 shows the SEM photos for the six layer SOI structures. From Table IV , it is clear that agreement between the optical and the SEM measurements for all five layers is within 2%-6%, except for the thin ONO layer that SEM could not resolve.
VII. DISCUSSION
The excellent agreement between the optical measurement and SEM made it possible to replace the destructive SEM with nondestructive optical monitoring of the process. We found that CMP of the top silicon resulted in large inhomogeneities. The minimum was near the edge of the wafer around 1329 Å, and the maximum was at 2414 Å, near the center of the wafer. The range of thickness variation is over 1000 Å, which exceeds one cycle of the optical thickness of Si. The mapping of such a film demonstrates the robustness of the recipe. The pad oxide and HTO layer were measured as 2533 Å ͑the average over 50 sites͒ instead of 2740 Å. This can be explained by consumption due to the cleaning pro- cess. The storage and plate polysilicon layers were measured as 4417 and 1143 Å, respectively. This was expected since heating in the process will densify the polysilicon. The thin nitride that separates the storage polysilicon and the plate polysilicon was measured as an average of 82 Å. The process was designed to form a thin ONO layer ͑20 Å oxide/40 Å nitride/20 Å oxide͒. We simplified the three thin layers to be one thin nitride layer. The fact that a 80 Å nitride can be measured between two polysilicon films is a significant event. As we pointed out earlier, the sensitivity of the thin nitride measurement depends on the BPR, not on the spectrometer, and the resolution of the thin nitride is less than 10 Å.
We found that the spectrometer and beam profile reflectometer worked as complementary tools. Any cycle skipping of the Si layer would be detected by the spectrometer, but not by the beam profile reflectometer. However, the accuracy of the thickness measurement was ensured by combining the beam profile reflectometer with the spectrophotometer.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated a successful simultaneous measurement of six thicknesses for a SOI film stack. This measurement requires the combined technologies of spectrophotometry and BPR. A global optimization method was successfully applied in finding the correct thickness for all films. The recipe is very robust when applied to die mapping of the wafer. Comparison of the optical measurement results and SEM data shows excellent agreement.
